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ENTRANCE EXAMINATION PAPERS 
ENGLISH I 
Part I-Composition 
[Plan carefully before writing. Allow time for revision.] 
I. Write an expository theme of about 400 words on one 
of the following topics: 
a. The manufacture of paper (or glass or brick.) 
b. The aims of the Red Cross. 
c. How a lawn-mower works. 
d. The cultivation of grapes (01 tobacco or buckwheat 
or sugar beets.) 
e. Why should I study a foreign language? 
f. My reasons for entering Cornell. 
g. My important work during the past summer. 
h. The spread of democracy . 
• 
i. Personal advantages of the study of poetry. 
j. The purification of water. 
2. Write a descriptive or a narrative theme of about 200 
words on one of the following topics: 
a. Our newsboy. 
b. Paving a new street. 
. c. A visit at grandfather's farm. 
d. A real person who reminds me of a character in fiction. 
e. An incident in the history class. 
£. When the train is late. 
g. "The old swimming hole." 
h. Hunting rabbits. • 
Part II-Grammar 
• 
I. Write in separate columns (a) the pronouns, (b) the 
subordinate verbs with their subjects, (c) the phrases in 
the following sentence: 
• 
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I knew who the subject of the statue was, a brave naval officer and 
bold explorer. who had lost his life in a futile effort to achieve an 
almost equally futile object. 
2. Rewrite the sentence below, correcting the violations 
of grammar and usage. Explain each correction. 
The officer in charge, as well as his subordinates and their servants, 
were prepared to promptly quell any disturbance in back of the lines. 
ENGLISH II 
[Answer one question in each group.] 
Group I-Plays 
I. 0, what a noble mind is here o'erthrown ! 
The courtier's, soldier's, scholar's, eye, tongue, sword; 
The expectancy and rose of the fair state, 
The glass of fashion and the mould of form, 
The observed of all observers, quite, quite down! 
Who speaks these lines? To whom do they refer? 
Show how they are (or are not) an adequate description of 
that person. . 
2. But 'tis a common proof, 
That lowliness is young ambition's ladder, 
Whereto the climber-upward turns his face; 
But when he once attains the upmost round, 
He then unto the ladder turns his back, 
Looks in the clouds, scorning the base degrees 
By which he did ascend. 
Who speaks these lines? Whom has the speaker in 
mind? What bearing has the thought here expressed up-
on the speaker's subsequent actions? 
3. Thou hast it now: King, Cawdor, Glamis, all, 
As the weird women promised, and, I fear, 
Thou play'dst most foully for't : yet it was said 
, 
It should not stand in thy posterity, 
But that myself should be the root and father 
Of many kings. 
Who speaks these lines? To whom does thou refer? Of 
what earlier scene or scenes is the speaker here thinking? 
To what does he allude in most foully ? 
• 
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Group II-Poems 
I. Give an account of Arthur's last battle and its results. 
2. Mention, with reference to specific poems or with ap-
propriate quotations, some recurring ideas in Wordsworth's 
lyrics. Have you found similar ideas in other poets of 
Wordsworth's time? Explain. 
3. Why is Lycidas called a pastoral eleg-y? Account for 
the mention of St. Peter in Lycidas. What do these lines 
mean: 
Were it not better done, as others use, 
To sport with Amaryllis in the shade, 
Or with the tangles of Neaera's hair? 
4. Describe the scene in the great hall when Galahad sat 
in Merlin's chair. 
5. Till the livelong daylight fail : 
Then to the spicy nut-brown ale, 
With stories told of many afeat, 
How Faery Mah the junkets eat. 
From what poem are these lines taken? What" stories" 
are alluded to in lines that follow? Explain the italicized 
words. Scan two lines. 
Group III-Orations 
I. Give the substauce of Lincoln's "words to Re-
publicans" in the speech at Cooper Union. 
2. Explain some of the devices by which Burke makes 
his speech on conciliation clear, coherent, and forcible. 
3. Webster said at Bunker Hill, " We learn from the re-
sult of this experiment how admirably the character of our 
people was calculated for making the great example of 
popular governments." Explain what Webster meant. 
4. For what argumentative purposes does Macaulay, in 
his speeches on copyright, mention Johnson, Madame 
D' Arblay, Jane Austett, Milton, and Wesley? 
Group IV-Essays 
I. What were Dr. Johnson's qualifications as a lexico-
grapher, as a biographer, and as an essayist? 
• 
• 
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2. Carlyle says, .. The Edinburgh learned of that period 
were in general more noted for clearness of h~ad than for 
warmth of heart." What does the sentence mean? What 
application of the thought does Carlyle make to Burns? 
3. From Emerson's essay show how power, fortune, and 
fashion are related to the conception of gentleman. 
GREEK 
A. XENOPHON 
I. Trallslate into English,' 
(a). au 1rOAA~ 8( liUT£POV a.7rO TOU (,lVTOV U7JJJ.E{OV ol T' ZvSov 
, (J , , , .t, ,~, A A (J 
uvvl"ap.fJavoVTo Ka. 0. flOW KaTEK01''''lCTav. p.fTa Of TaVTa TWV fJap-
!J' .. t , ~.. ... ~, '\ I ... • I 
fJapwv T(V(~ L'71'1T(WV OLa TOV 7f(OLOV (l\aVVOVTE~ <fJ'TtVL EV'TvyxaVOLEV 
·E' , .." .,' Il' ,. , .' "E" ' """IV, 1] OOV",!, 1] f"fV"fP'!' 1TaVTa~ fKTfWO)'. 0' Of /\/\1]Vf~ T1]V T( 
t I ILl I Y , ... 
ur'7l"a(nav £uav,uat::.0v £K TOll 't'~ c.. ,.,., CTTpaTo1TfOOIi OpWVTE~ Ka. 0 n f1TO£OIIV 
~P.4>fyVOOVV, 1Tplv NtKapxos 'A .. .. ,1..' "" pKas 1]Kf '1'£vywv T(TPWP.fVOS HS T1]V 
, .... JI • ... \ If .. ." , . yaCTTfpa Ka. Ta <vTfpa <v Ta.s XfpCT.V fXWV, Ka. «1T( 1TaVTa Ta 
(b) • Avop<~ aTpaT.wTa •• xaA<1To. p.<v TO. 1TapOVTa, b1TOTE .1VOPWV 
CTTpaT1]YWV TO£OVTWV CTTfpop.fOa Kal Aoxaywv Kal CTTpanWTWV, 1TPOS 8' 
• \ C • ,1.." 'A" C '.a' " t' _ ~ , (n Ka. 0. ap.'1" PUlLOV 0' 1TpOa,,(V avp.p.axol OVTf~ 1TpOOfOWKaaw 
7,p.o.s· op.ws o£ /l(i EK TWV 1TapovTwv o.vopas .1ya60v .. TE (lva. Kal p.~ 
v4>'(uOa., aAAo. 1T«po.a6a. 01TWS ~v p.£v owwp.fOa KaAw" V.KWVTES 
U'!'twp.fOa· (; Of I':ri, .1AAo. KaAw~ yf .11T06vriaKWP.fV, v1ToXdp.O. O£ 
P.."oE1TOT( Yfvwp..Oa tWVTES Tois 1TOA(P.tO.S· orp.a. yap .1v 7,p.0." TOUlVTIl 
ll-r "ll"ll" 1Ta,,"V 0 a TOVS fX"POV" o. ".0' 1TO''1a •• av. 
B. GRAMMAR 
In passage (a) : Tell the construction of 1TOAA~ (line 1); 
and .r,TW. Cline 3); Explain the mood of EVTVYX,",VOLfV (line 3); 
Tell the peculiarity in the form ~P.4><yvOooIiV (line 6). 
In passage (b): Tell to what dv belongs and explain fully 
the construction of 1TaO(iv and 1To.~afUlv (last line) . 
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C. COMPOSITION 
I. Let us conquer those who have been drawn up before 
the King. 
2. Cyrus feared that the King would come on the follow-
ing day. 
3 . . If you were willing to conquer some and save others, 
it would be well. 
4. He will need arms and soldiers, if he attacks this city. 
D. HOMER 
. Translate: 
T ' .' 9 '8" - A 'A8 ' ov 0 aVTE 7I'pOUH'7I'E EO. yl\UvlCw7I"~ YiVYi ' 
" \ n ~" ", ., ILJ Yi"VOV EyW 7I'aVO'ovua TO UOV I-"'VO~, at ICE ""'V~" 
> 'iJ , <" ,~ 8" " "H OVpaVOVEV' 7I'pO OE!-, YiICE Ell "EVICW"EVO~ PYi, 
il!-,q,w O!-,W~ 8v!-,.e q,tA(ovua. 1'( ICYi80!-'fVYi TE. 
dU' ilyE, .\~y' ;pt80~, I-'YiIlE ~[q,o~ (.\ICEO XE'pf: 
_\\.'" If "'~ ell 
al\A Yi TOt .7I'(UW !-'(V OVEto,UOV, W~ (UETat 7I'Ep . 
.-t-_ , 'l:.' \ t" \ \ ' .. • WO( yap <,.EPEW, TO 0< lCa, T(1'("EU!-'<VOV .0'1'0., 
5 
I. What is the syntax: of 7I'pO (1. 3), of (pt80~ (1. 5), of 
7I'o8a~ (1. 10), of 8v!-,.e (1. 12), of Mwov (1. 13)?' 
2. Tell what you know about the Iliad-its author, sub-
ject, date, length, form, etc. 
LATIN 
FIRST YEAR LATIN 
• 
I. Write the genitive and ablative singular and the 
genitive and accusative plural of: aeslas, deus, eques, sa/us, 
quisque, ego, eadem dom1ts, vulnus. 
, 
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2. Give the positive, comparative and superlative degrees 
of the adverbs derived from: acer, diligens,jortis, multus, 
verus, jacilis. 
3. Give a synopsis in the second person plural (indicative 
and subjunctive, active and passive) of: et'cio, servo. 
4. Give the principal parts of: smtio, deUgo, incendo, 
quaero, pel/o, exstruo, obsideo. 
5. Translate into Latin, marking all long vowels in what 
you wrjte: 
(a) The king ought to be obeyed by all. 
(b) He can not be prevented from asking whether I am 
going to Athens or to some other city. 
(c) I command you not to try to withdraw. 
(d) When he attacked the city, I knew that it would 
soon be captured. 
(e) If I had known who you were, I should have begged 
YOIl to come with me. 
6. Translate: 
Ubi eum castris se tenere Cresar intellex#, ne diutius 
commeatu prohiberetur, ultr~ eUlu locum, quo in loco 
Germani cOllsederant, circiter passus sexcentos ab iis, 
• castris idoneum locum delegit, adeque triplici instructa, ad 
eum locum venit. Primam et secundam adem in armis 
esse, tertiam castra munire jussit. Hic locus ab boste 
circiter passus sexcentos, ut dictum est, aberat. Eo 
circiter hominum numero sedecim milia expedita cum omni 
equitatu Ariovistus misit, qure copire Ilostros perterrerent 
et muni#one prohiberent. 
7. Account for the mood and tense of each italicized verb 
and for the case of each italicized noun or pronoun in the 
above passage. 
II 
SECOND YEAR LATIN 
1-5· Answer questions I, 2, 3, 4 and 5 under co First 
Year Latin" (above.) 
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• 
6. Translate: 
Cresar, exposito exercitu et loco castris idoneo capto, ubi 
ex captivis cognovit, quo in loco hostium copire consedissent, 
cohortibus decem ad mare relictis et equitihus trecentis, qui 
prfZsidio navibus essent, de tertia vigilia ad hostes contendit, 
eo minus veritus naviblts, quod in litore molli atque aperto 
deligatas ad ancoram relinquebat; et prresidio navihus 
Quintum Atrium prrefecit. Ipse noctu progressus milia 
passuum circiter duodecim hostium copias conspicatus est. 
Illi equitatu atque essedis ad flumen progressi ex loco 
superiore nostros prohibere et prrelium committere 
creperunt. 
Account for the mood and tense of each italicized verb 
and for the case of each italicized noun. 
III 
THIRD YEAR LATIN 
1-4. Answer questions I, 2, 3 and 4 uuder .. First Year 
Latin" (above.) 
5. Translate: 
Est etiam nohis is animus, Quirites, ut non modo nullius 
audaciae cedamus, sed etiam omnes improbos ultro semper 
lacessamus. Quod si onmis impetus domesticorum hostillm, 
depulsus a vobis, se in me unum convertit, vohis erit viden-
dum, Quirites, qua condicione posthac eos esse ve/ilis, qui 
se pro salute vestra ohlulerint invidire periculisque omnibus: 
mihi quid em ipsi quid est quod jam ad vitae fructum possit 
adquiri, cum praesertim neque in honore vestro neque in 
gloria virtu tis quicquam videam altius, quo mihi Iiheat 
ascendere? 
Account for the mood and tense of each italicized verb 
and for the case of each italicized noun or pronoun in this 
passage. 
6. Translate the passage in question 6 under "Second 
Year Latin" (above.) 
7. Translate into Latin, marking all long vowels in what 
),ou write: 
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(a) The conspirators feared that Cicero would exercise 
severity toward them. 
(b) When he hesitated, I asked him why he had not set 
out for home. 
(c) We waited two days for your friends to bring us 
letters. 
(d) I do not believe that death wa~ ordained (consfifuo) 
by the gods for the sake of punishment. 
(e) We know that if Cicero had judged it best, he would 
have removed Catiline. 
(f) Would my reputation be injured if I should immedi-
ately withdraw? 
(g) He begged us not to prevent him from obeying the 
orders of his chief. 
(h) There was no ad vantage that we did not enjoy. 
IV 
FOURTH YEAR LATIN 
T. Translale: 
Aeneas celsa in puppi, jam certus eundi, 
Carpebat somnos, rebus jam rite paratis. 
Huic se forma dei vultu redeuntis eodem 
Obtulit in somnis, rl1rsusque ita visa monere est, 
Omnia Mercurio similis, vocemque coloremque 
Et crines £lavos et membra decorajuvenla : 
" Nate dea, potes hoc sub casu ducere somnos, 
Nec, quae Ie circum stent deinde pericula, cernis, 
Demens, nec Zeplzyros audis spirare secundos? 
Ilia dolos dirumque nefas in pectore versat, 
Certa mori, variosque irarllm concitat aestus. 
• 
, 
Non fllgis hinc praeceps, dum praecipilare potestas ? 
J am mare turbari trabibus saevasqlle videbis 
Collucere faces, jam fervere litora £lammis, 
Si te his atligerit terris Aurora morantem. 
Heia age, rumpe moras: varillm et mutabile semper 
Femina." Sic fatus nocH se immiscuit atrae. 
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Account for the mood and tense of each italicized verb 
and for the case of each italicized noun or pronoun. 
From what book of the Aeneid is this passage taken? 
Write briefly on the contents of this book and also of any 
one of the other books of the Aeneid. 
Write out the last three lines, indicating the metrical 
feet, the principal caesura and the length of each syllable. 
2. When did Vergillive? How many books are there 
in the Aeneid? What else did Vergil write? 
3. Give the principal parts of : gaudeo, pasco, i1lCumbo, 
parco and a synopsis in the second person plural (indicative 
and SUbjunctive, active and passive) of veho. 
4. Write the genitive and ablative singular and the 
genitive and accitsative plural of dives, homo, genu, sonitus, 
culmm, effigies .. 
FIRST YEAR GERMAN 
N. B. State where and when you have studied German. 
1. 
At the option of the candidate. 20% of the 100% may be counted 
on an oral test to be given in connection with this paper. Candidates 
not electing this oral test must answer question VII. 
Translate into English: 
(a) 
II. 
m:uf bem @ra&e bes maters bes ~rinaen roar ein molenltraud), 
ein gar ~mlid}er molenftraud}! ~er &Iii~te nur jebes fiinfte 
~a~r, unb aum bann trug er nur eine einaige mofe; a&er \uas 
fur dne mole! ~ie buftete 10 fiil;, bal; man afIe feine /Sorge 
unb feinen Slummer bergal;, roenn man baran rod). Unb bann 5 
~atte er eine 9lad)tigaa, bie lonnte fingen, ats 0& aae fd)iinen 
~e!obieen in i~rer fleinen $te~te fiiflen. ~iefe mofe \lnb biefe 
9lad)tigall follte bie ~rinaeHin ~a&en, unb bes~alb \uurben fie 
&eibe in groue /sil&erbe~iiIter gefe~t unb fo i~r augefanbt. 
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(b) 
~in ~fe("ltl(lt mit 6alA bela'oen. ~r lam an einm mad), 10 
fttaud)e!te un'o fie! ins m:laffer. ~(6 et ItJie'oer aufftan'o, mertte 
er, 'oa~ feine 2aft um bides leid)tet qeltJor'oen ltJat; 'oenn ein 
srouer Zeil 'oes ®al3ee ltJar gefd)mo(3en. SDas merfte er fid) 
mit tyreu'oen, un'o als er nun f)liiter ltJie'oer 'oes m:leges lam un'o 
mit 6d)ltJiimmen (bet 6d)ltJamm=sponge) be!a'oen ltJat, lieu 15 
et fid) abfid)tlid) ill bas m:laffer nie'oet un'o ~offte, es ltJiir'oe mit 
feiner 2aft ebenfo ge~en, ltJie ft'ii~et'. ~bet 'oie ®d)ltJiimme 
ltJur'oen 'out'd) bas ein'ot'ingen'oe m:laffet fo fd)ltJet', 'oa~ bet ~fd 
nid)t tuie'oet' C1uffte~en lonnte un'o unter bel' 2aft erttan!' 
-WOLGAST, FABELN. 
III. 
I. Give the principal parts, with the auxiliary of the per· 
fect tense and the third person singular present indicative 
(model: w~gg~hen, gt'ng w~g, t'sl w~gg~gangen, geM w~g) 
of: trug (3), v~rgass ( 5), stissen (7), zugesandt ( 9), 
b~laden (10), aufstand (n), li~ss-·-ni~der (15-16), ertrank 
(19). 
2. Conjugate in the present and imperfect, indicative 
and subjunctive: konnte (6), fie! (II). 
3. Decline in singular and plural: 4er groszte Herr.-
unser /i~bes, gules Kind,. dies~ sehon~ Blum~. 
4. Form German sentences illustrating the three kinds 
of word order. 
IV. 
Folgende Fragen st'nd auf deutsen t'n ganzm Stitzen zu 
b~antworten : 
J. Was ist ein Prinz? 
2. Wie konnte man wissen, dasz die Rose siisz duftete? 
3. Beschreiben Sie einen Esel ! 
4· Wozu gebraucht man Salz? 
5. Was ist ein Bach? 
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6. Wann sind Sie geboren? (write out numbers). 
7. Wieviel Uhr ist es jetzt? (write out numbers). 
8. Was wiirden Sie tun, wenn Sie heute kein Examen 
hatten? 
9. Welche Tiere fressen Fleisch? Welche fressen Gras? 
v. 
I. Copy the fo\1owing sentences, substituting for the 
dashes the proper endings: 
(a) Sie kam- mit ein- Korb aus d-Haus und ging-
in d- Garten, wo unter d- Baum- viel-Apfel auf d-
Erde lag"-. (0) Geehrt- Herr! Wann werd-Sie mein-
klein- Schwester d- neu- Uhr schick-, welch- Sie 
ihr vor acht Tag-versproch- hab-. 
2. Sefzen Sie ./olgende Siitze in das Plural! 
(a) Die Zehe ist ein Teil des Fusses. 
(0) Das ist das neue Haus dieser reichen Frau. 
3. Sefzen Sie ./olgende 'Siitze in das Passiv ! 
(a) Mein Freund hat das Buch gefunden. 
(0) Man erlaubte ihm, die Feder zu gebrauchen. 
VI. 
Translate into German: 
I. A year ago I went to Berlin to visit my cousin. 
2. After school we always play an hour before we have 
supper. 
3. One must be able to spell a word, if one wants to 
write correctly. 
4. She said that she had seen her friend yesterday at 
half-past four. 
VII. 
• (Only for those 110t taking the oral test: compare I). 
Erzahlen Sie in etwa 75-100 Wortell irgend etwas iiber 
Ihre Heimatstadt ! 
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SECOND YEAR GERMAN 
N. B. State where and how long you have studied German. 
At the option ofthe candidates 20% of the 100% may be counted on 
an oral test to be given in connection with this paper. Candidates 
not electing this oral test must answer question V. 
1. 
Translate into English : 
,,&ine aUe, &efannte \!{nefbote." 
&in junger Wlenfd), .ber lurbe Seit im \!{uslanbe getuefen tuar, 
glau&te fid) £lei feinen 2anbsleuten cin grofles \!{nfe~en bU ge&en, 
inbem er bie! bon ben m5unbem unb 6eItfamleiten er~ii~lte, bie 
er auf feinen 9leifen gefe~en ~atte. &ines ~ages, als er mit 
feinem mater nad) einer &ClIad)&arten 6tabt ging, , er~ii~lte er 5 
bemfel&en, tuie er einft ~11 2iffa&on einen ~unb gefe~en ~a&e, ber 
gIofler tuar als ein ~ferb. ,,:J)as tuar aUerbini\s ein merftuiir. 
biger Sjunb," fagte ber mater. ,,:J)u fd)einft baran 3u 3tueifeln," 
&emerfte ber ~unge. ,,:J)urd)aus nid)t," anttuortete i~m fein 
mater, lIes gie&t in ber lJlatur biele :J)i~ge, bie £lei tueitem merf. 10 
tuiirbiger unb faft unglau&lid) finb. 60 tuerben tuir 3. ~. (3um 
~eifpiel) &alb an cine ~riide lommen, tueld)e bie fonber&are 
&igCllfd)aft ~at, bafl berjenige, tueld)er ~inii&er ge~t unb am 
fel£ligtll ~age gelogen ~at; auf ber Wlitte berfel&en ein ~ein 
&rid)t." :J)er ~unge tuar eine Seit lang miiuscf1enftiU, bann 15 
fprad) er: ,,:J)ie m5a~r~eit ~u fagen, mater, ber Sjunb, bon bem 
id) fprad), loat nid)t grofler als ein &fel." ,,@etuifl, fagte ber 
mater, "bas tuar immer~in ein ~od)ft merftuiirbiger ~unb." 60 
gingen bie &eiben eine Seit lang fd)tueigenb tueiter. :J)a fprad) 
ber ~iingling: ,,£ie&er mater, gef nid)t fo rafd), id) mod)te nod) 20 
. gem einen ~tttum &erid)tigen, e~e tuir an bie ~riide lommen. 
:J)er Sjunb, ben id) ~u 2tffabon fa~, tuar nid)t grofler al9 ein 
$talb." ,,&s freut mid)," fqgte ber mater, "h(lfl bu fo tua~r. 
~eitslie&enb unb getuiffen~aft £lift; benn fie~e, ~ier liegt bid)t 
bor uns bie fatale ~riide." :J)a lonnte fid) ber ~unge nicf1t 25 
liinger ~alten unb rief iingftlid) aus: "mater, id) tuill es nur 
gefte~en, ber ~unb tuar nid)t grofler als anbre Sjunbe finb." 
,,60 ift aucf1 biefe ~riide," fprad) liicf1elnb ber mater, "tuie aUe 
anberen ~riiden finb, unb bu lannft ru~ig ~iniiberge~en, o~ne 3u 
fiircf1ten, ein ~ein AU brecf1en." 30 
• 
• 
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II. 
J. Decline in the singular number: ein junger Mensch-
(1. I), einer henackharten Stadt (1. 5), ein kockst merkwur~ 
diger Hund (1. 18); in the plural number: lieher Vater (I. 
20), die fatale Brucke (1. 25)· 
2. Give the principal parts, the perfect tense with auxi~ 
liary, and the present indicative active, third person, of the 
following verbs, (model: fort/ahren, fuk,. fort, ist forlge-
lahren, fiik,.t fort) ." glauhte (1. 2), gesehen (1. 4), war (1. 
7), antwortete (1. 9), gelogen (1. 14), hricht (1. 15), sprach 
(1. 16), kinithergehen (1. 29). 
3. Inflect in the mood and tense in which they are found, 
the verbs. gewesen war (1. r), scheinst (1. 8), hricht (1. 15). 
riif (1. 26). 
4. Change into indirect discourse the last sentence of the 
above passage. 
5. Copy the following sentences, substituting for the 
dashes the proper endings: Jeder Fremd- sieht viel Neu-
und Interessant- in unser- Stadt. Aber kein Fremd-
kann all das Interessant- allein finden. Er muss ein-
Fiihrer haben , durch die Strass-, Gebaud-, und vie 1-
Parkanlag-. 
III. 
Translate into German: 
A very good father, who wanted his son to tell the truth 
always, said to him: ".My son, we are coming to a bridge, 
on which everyone who has told a lie on the same day must 
break his leg." The boy was frightened, for he had told 
about a dog that he claimed to have seen on his travels, 
which was larger than a horse. When they came to the 
bridge the boy confessed that the dog was not larger than 
other dogs. 
IV. 
Bilden Sie einige deutsche Fragen und Antworten(zusam-
meu etwa 50 Worte) iiber Haus und Garten . 
• 
• 
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• 
v. 
Beschreiben Sie in deutscher Sprache (in etwa 75 
-Worten), die Schltle, aus der Sie kommen. 
THIRD YEAR GERMAN 
N. B. State where and how long you have studied German. 
1. 
At the option of the candidate, 30% of the 100% may be counted 
on an oral test to be given in connection with this paper. Candidates 
not electin~ this oral test must answer question VI. 
II. 
7 ranslate the following passages: 
A. ~n 'oem fonft ftiUen ~aufe, bas ~inter 'oer stirdje [ag, toar 
~eute me~r alslonfl @eriiufdj, un'o in ben unlern Simmern ein 
leb~aftes ~in- unb ~erhlufell_ ~)Jlan riijtde fidj au eiller ~a~rt 
iiber £anb, ll10rauf lidj &ltern un'o still'oer g[eid] freuten, 'oellll 
fdjon liinglt ~atte man 'oie &in[a'oung [ieber ~reun'oe anne~men 5 
tooUen, abet bis ie~t toaren:@eld]iiftsreiien bei! maters un'o audj 
Idj[edjtes ~etter immer 'oaatoildjen gefommen. <Siimtlidje Wlit. 
g!ie'oer bl'r ~ami[ie, audj ellle all1 felbell Drte ll1o~llenbe mer. 
toanbte 'oer '.mutter loaten all 'oem 2lusfluge tei!ne~men, nur 
~elene, 'oie iiltefte ~odjter ~atte fidj etboten, toii~rellb ber 2lb. 10 
toelen~eit 'oer 2ln'oern ben ~aui!~alt 3u lciten, 'ocr toegen ber 
bielell 2lrbeiten in @arten unb ~el'o nidjt gut gan,; o~ne 2luf. 
fidjl bleiben fonnle. 
2l[i! fdjlieU[idj nadj mandjerlei 2lufregung 2l(t unb ~ung mit 
~eiterften @efidjtern im ~agen fau unb bieler bann lI11I bie &cfe 15 
gebogen unb berldjll1Unben toar, gab ~e!ene ben beiben ~aui!. 
mii'od]en &rlaubnis, bis aum 2lben'o aus3uge~en, berfdj[ou felbfl 
'oie ~aui!tiir un'o ging 'oann auf i~r Simmer, too fie fidj fogleidj 
Uor i~re Heine 'Biidjerfammlung fe~te. <Sie fii~!te lidj red}t bon 
~er3en fro~ Ull'o be~aglidj, 'oau fie nun en'olidj einmal 10 gall3 20 
nadj ~unfd} ausru~en fonnte, in'oem fie ~d} in einen )8an'o &r. 
aii~lungen bon Z~eo'oor <Storm berfenfte. 
• 
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B. Unterlben 6taatemiinnem unb 9lebnern, bie 3Ut Seit bee 
~uebrud)e bet 6tnitigfeiten 3roijd)en ~nglallb ullb ben llotb. 
ametifanifd)en $toionien bie 2(ufmetffamfeit bel' 2nelt auf lid) 25 
Aogen, miiffen wit )Benjamin i'Jtanflin eine befonbere ~erbor. 
tagenbe 6teae 3uroeifen. ~elln er ~at nid)t nur feinem eigcnen 
matcr\anbe ale 6taatemann unb ~i\llomat bie gtoflten ~ienfte 
geleiftet, jonbem aud) fiir bie euro\liiifd)e @efd)id)te eine gan3 
auflcrorbentlid)e )Bebeutung et~alten. Wle~t a16 itgenb ein ~nbret 30 
~aif er bie Vo1itifd)cn @ebanfen bet mumn Scit im a!ten 
~uto\la berbreiten, unb 3roar nod) ftiitfet burd) feine eigenartige 
\l!erfoniid)feit al6 burd) 2nort unb 6d)tift. 
III. 
. 
Grammatical questions based on the preceding passages 
for translation. 
J. Give the principal parts, with the auxiliary of the 
, 
perfect tense, and the third person singular present indica-
tive (model: weggehen, ging weg, ist weggegangen, geM 
weg) of the following verbs: lag (I), annehmen (5), 
gekommen (7), erboten (10), bleiben (13), konnte (13), 
verschwunden (16), zogen (26), zuweisen (27), erlzalten (30). 
2. Give, with the definite article in each case, the nomi-
native and genitive singular, and the nominative plural of : 
Hause (I), Zimmern (2), Einladu1lg (5), TocMer (10), 
Arbeiten (12), Garten (12), Abend (17), Herzen (20), 
Zeit (23). Geda1zken (31). 
3. Decline throughout the singular only: seinem eigenen 
Vaterlande (27-28); throughout the plural only : lieber 
Freunde (5); throughout the singular and plural: ihre 
kleine BuchersammlunJr (19). 
4. Give and explain the cases of the following words: 
Land (4), Garten (12), England (24), sich (25), Franklin 
(26 ). 
5. Give the rule accounting for the form of wollen (6). 
IV. 
Write to a distant acquaintance, using the pronoun Sie, 
a German letter of about 60 words, explaining your failure 
• 
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to reply to a letter received some time before and promis-
ing a full answer as soon as certain information has been 
obtained from home. 
V. 
Translate into German: 
During the summer I read a German book on American 
history which was written by a man whom my father knew 
when he was a student in Heidelherg thirty-two years ago. 
r found it very interesting. The two Americans whom this 
German seems to admire more than all others are Benjamin 
Franklin and Abraham Lincoln. This pleases my father 
very much because he is of the same opinion. He had not 
heard of this book he fore the outbreak of the war, other-
wise he would have written his old friend whom he has not 
seen since he returned to America. My father had intended 
to visit Europe again in 19I5, but, of course, he had to give 
up that plan. I was very sorry for he probably would have 
taken me and my younger brother along. 
VI. 
(Only for those who do not take the oral test). 
Write an exercise in German, of about 75 words, on one 
of the following topics: Warum kommen so viele Einwan-
Jerer nack Amerika' or Untersckiede zwischen dem Osten 
find Westen der Vereinigten Staaten or Die Verbreitung der 
engliscken Sprache. 
I. Translate: 
FIRST YEAR FRENCH 
Part I (one hour) 
Oral Examination 
Part II (two hours) 
Aussitot les Anglais debarquerent a Calais, pendant que 
Ie Prince Noir preparait une autre attaque par Ie sud. Une 
armee fran~aise alia a leur rencontre, mais refusa tout en-
• 
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gagement et se retira a mesure qu'ils avan~aient. Lea 
villes etaient bien defendues, aucune ne se laissa prendre, 
et I'expedition se borna a d'inutiles ravages dans les 
campagnes. IIs revinrent en 1370; Ie meme systeme fut 
inexorablement suivi. La defense de combattre etait si 
rigoureusement observee, qu'a Noyon un cavalier ennemi 
ayant franchi les barrieres de la ville en disant : •• Seigneurs, 
je vous viens voir; vous ne daignez issir hors de vos 
barrie res, et j'y daigne bien entrer," on Ie laissa sortir sain 
et sauf. Devant Reims, devant Paris, meme immobilite. 
De son hOtel Saint- Pol, ou i1 ,se tenait enferme, Ie roi 
• 
pouvait apercevoir les villages qui brulaient; mais Ie brave 
Clisson lui-meme disait: .. Vousn'avez que faire d'employer 
vos gens contre ces enrages; laissez-Ies se fatiguer eux-
memes. I1s ne vous mettront pas hors de votre heritage 
avec toutes ces fumieres." Un Anglais s'approcha par Ie 
faubourg Saint-Jacques pour acquitter un voeu, et planta 
sa lance dans la porte. Les chevaliers qui gardaient la 
barriere applaudirent a son audace et Ie laisserent aller. 
Mais un boucher ne put supporter cette honte: il courut 
apres I' Anglais et I'abbatit d'un coup de hache. 
V. DURUY, Histoire de Frallce, 
II. Give the plural of: quel belarbre, un grand animal. 
Give the feminine of: un ami jidele, un vieu:'C 
Franfais. 
Conjugate the present indicative of va/oir, the im-
perfect indicative of arranger, the future of courir, the past 
definite of venir, the past indefinite of aller, the present 
subjunctive of vouloir, the imperfect SUbjunctive of jinir, 
the pluperfect indicative of se promener. 
III. Translate: 
I. How much snow bas fallen to-day? 2. People travel 
a great deal in America. 3. My oldest brother has gone 
to see them. 4. Please give me some ink and some paper. 
5. He and his mother arrived this morning. 6. I never 
used to lose any books. 7. His aunt and mine will go 
driving this afternoon. 8. He bas hurt his hand. .call 
• 
, 
• 
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the doctor at once. 9. He was born June I, 1893 and died 
August 7, 1910. 10. Who are they? They are the ladies 
who have just sung to us. 1 J. If you told him I should 
know it. 12. I gave him some yesterday. 
SECOND YEAR FRENCH 
Part I (one hour) 
Oral Examination 
1. Translal6: 
A Vienne, il arriva a Cheverny une aventure singuliere. 
II devail avoir un soir d'hiver sa premiere audience de 
l'empereur. II alla au palais; un chambellan l'y refut, 
Ie conduisil dans deux ou trois pieces, ouvrit la derniere, 
l'y fit entrer, se retira de la porte m~me et la ferma. Entre 
la, il se trouve dans une piece plus longue que large, mal 
meublee, avec une table tout au bout, sur laquelle, pour 
toute lumiere daus la chambre, il y avait deux bougies 
jaunes et un homme v!tu de noir, Ie dos appuye C'ontre la 
table. Cheverny, assez mal edifie sur ce lieu, se cro£t dans 
une piece destinee a attendre d'etre introduit plus loin et se 
met a regarder a droite et a gauche et a se promener d'un 
bout a l'autre. Ce passe-temps dura pres d 'une demi-heure. 
A la fin, com me un des tours de sa promenade I'approchait 
assez de cette table et de cet homme noir qui y etait ap-
puye, et qu'a son air et a son habit il prit pour un valet de 
chambre qui etait la de garde, cet homme, qui jusqu'alors 
l'avait laisse en toute Iiberte, sans remuer ni mot dire, se 
prit a lui demander civilement ce qu'il faisait la. Cheverny 
lui repondit qu'il devait avoir audience de l'empereur, qu'on 
l'avait fait entrer, et qu'il attendait la d'etre introduit pour 
avoir l'honneur de lui faire la revereuce. "C'est moi, lui 
repliqua cet homme, qui suis l'empereur." Cheverny, a 
ce mot, pensa tomber a la renverse, et fut plusieurs 
moments a se remettre, a ce que je lui ai oUI conter. II se 
jeta aux pardons, a l'obscurite et a tout ce qu'il put trouver 
d'excuses. Je pense apres que son compliment fut mal 
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arrange. Un autre que l'empereur en eftt rit; mais 
Leopold, incapable de perdre sa gravite, demeura dans Ie 
m~me sang-froid, qui aclzeva de demonter Ie pauvre 
,Cheverny. 
SAINT-SIMON, Mtmoires. 
II. Give the principal parts of the verbs in italics in the 
passage above. Conjugat~ the imperfect sUbjunctive of 
tenir; the future perfect of mourir; the imperfect indi-
cative of rraindre; the conditional of savoir. 
III. Translale,' 
I. We must begin at once, because we are late. 2. I 
forget words more easily than he, altho I have studied 
much more. 3. Had you gone at once, you might have 
seen them. 4. She was looking at herself in the mirror 
when I came in. 5. Tell me whose son he is. 6. I don't 
• know where she has gone. 7. Do you think you are right? 
8. They left for Italy a week ago. 9. How much did you 
pay for that hat? 10. What is the matter with his hand? 
I I. The young ladies we bowed to, were the ones you have 
already met. 12. I wish you would give it. to ber. 13. 
Here it is; look at it before you leave. 
IV. Write a short composition of about one hundred 
words on one of the following subjects: 
(a) Ce qu'on voit dans une salle declasse. 
(b) Une promenade dans une gra1tde ville. 
1. Tramlate,' 
THIRD YEAR FRENCH 
• 
Part I (oue hour) 
Oral Examination 
Part II (two hours) 
(a) For seven years Charlemagne has fought in Spain, 
reducing the whole country except the city of Saragossa, 
whose king Marsile sends an embassy to treat of peace. 
• 
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Among the advisers of Charlemagne two parties are at 
variance, the one led by Charlemagne's noble nephew 
Roland who wishes to fight, the other by Roland's step-
father, the traitor Ganelon, who hates him. When the 
French army starts for home, Roland is placed in command 
of the rear-guard, and about him gather all the noblest 
leaders of the army. But, as they are going through the 
defiles of the Pyrenees, they are attacked by a numberless 
host of Saracens. The army is massacred: four of the 
French are left, then Roland and Turpin alone; and finally 
Roland, after valiant efforts to summon help with his horn 
and to break his noble sword Durendal to prevent it falling 
into the hands of the enemy, dies on the battlefield strewn 
with the bodies of the twenty thousand dead. Charle-
magne hears the call for help but arrives too late to save 
his nephew. 
(b) I. I waited till he came. 2. Although he might 
have done it, I do not think he is guilty this time. 3. Do 
not go away. I wish to show you some new books which 
have just arrived in the library. 4. He is the only person 
who reads Russian easily. 5. You can't trust him for he 
will certainly deceive you. 
II. Translate: 
Une nation est une ame, un principe spirituel. Deux 
choses, qui, a vrai dire, n'en font qu'une, constituent cette 
ame, ce principe spirituel. L'une est dans Ie passe, I'autre 
dans Ie present. L'une est la possession en commun d'un 
riche legs de souvenirs; I'autre est Ie consentement actuel, 
Ie desir de vivre ensemble; la volonte de continuer a faire 
valoir l'heritage qu'on a re~u indiviso L'homme ne s'im-
provise pas. La nation com me l'individu est l'aboutissant 
d'un long passe d'efforts, de sacrifices et de devouements. 
Le culte des ancetres est de tous Ie plus legitime; les 
ancetres nous ont faits ce que no us sommes. Un passe 
heroique, des grands hommes, de la gloire (j'entends de la 
veritable), voila Ie capital social sur lequel on assied une 
idee nationale. Avoir des gloires communes dans Ie passe, 
une volonte commune dans Ie present; avoir fait de 
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grandes choses ensemble, vouloir en faire encore, voila Ies 
conditions essentielles pour etre un peuple. On aime, en 
proportion des sacrifices qu'on a consentis, des maux qu'on 
a soufferts. On aime la maison qu'on a batie et qu'on< 
transmet. Le chant spartiate " Nous sommes ce que vous· 
filtes, no us serons ce que vous etes" est dans sa simplicite 
I'hymne abrege de toute patrie. 
Dans Ie passe, un heritage de gloire et de regrets a 
partager; dans I'avenir, un meme programme a realiser; 
avoir souffert, joui, espere ensemble, voila ce qui vaut 
mieux que des douanes communes et des frontic~res con-
formes aux idees strategiques; voila ce que I'on comprend 
malgre les diversites de race et de langue. Je disais tout 
a l' heure ,. avoir souffert ensemble"; la souffrance en 
commun unit plus que la joie. En fait de souvenirs 
nationaux, les deuils valent mieux que Ies triomphes, car 
ils imposent des devoirs; ils commandent l'effort en com-
mun. 
E. RENAN, Discours et Conferences. 
III. Give the principal parts of: peindre, 
. lenir, ecrire, s' asseoir, mouvoir, troUre. 
, . 
acquenr, re-
• 
IV. Write a short composition of about a 
fifty words on one of the following sUbjects: 
(a) Un voyage en chemin de fer. 
hundred and 
(b) La France et les Etals Unis. 
FIRST YEAR SPANISH 
1. Dictation. 
II. (a) Give a list of all the possessive adjectives. 
(b) Count by tens from 9 to 99, writing out the 
numbers. 
(c) Give the plural of feliz, diftdl, pie, pag-ina. acdan. 
III. Conjugate the followillg : 
(a) Present indicative of empezar, tener, escrihir. 
(b) Imperfect indicative of ir, mandar. 
(c) Future indicative of haher. 
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(d) Preterite indicative of Il~gar, com~r, sa"". 
(e) Conditional of salir. 
(£) Present subjunctive of senlir, levanlars~, Ira~r. 
(g) Past sUbjunctive of andar, leer. 
(h) Synopsis (1st sing. of all simple tenses) of dar, 
.eslar, kacer, poner, 1Il0rir. 
IV. Translate: 
(. I don't know what time it is. 
2. What is the largest city in Spain? 
3. I am sorry that you cannot go with us tonight. 
4. Where does your friend live? 
5. The boy with whom you were talkiug has been study-
;jng Spanish for more than a year. 
6. They did not expect to return until tomorrow. 
1. Who has my book ?-I have it.-Give it to me at 
once. 
8. I should like to see her. 
9. We were so hungry that we could not wait for you. 
10. The train has just left the station. 
11. Please sit down a millute.-Thank you, I must look 
for my brother, who was to be here at half past seven. 
12. I reached Buenos Aires on the 12th of May. 
13. He wants me to show it to him. 
14. She told her so a week ago. 
15. This isn't my pen and it isn't John's; its yours. 
V. Translalr: 
Habia pasado mas de una hora cuando sintio ruido de 
pasos. Un hombre subia la escalera, Daniel Ie reconoci6 
al instaute. 
i Caifas !-grito levantandose. 
-Sr. Morton, dijo Mundideo con asombro. 
Vivlsimo gozo se pintaba en el semblante del forastero. 
Torno a Caifas del brazo y Ie dijo con acento conmovido: 
•• Tu tambien me conoces; pero tu no me rechazas.·· 
-Parece que no ha podido usted encontrar alojamiento. 
-y tu me ofreces el tuyo. jCuanto me alegro de en-
.contrarte! Eres una aparici6n divina. Me hielo de frio. 
• 
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Tengo mi equipaje en el Ayuntamiento y no quieren darmelo 
hast a manana. Mi criado est a preso. 
- Va 10 se . .. i Que un caballero tan poderoso pase la 
noche en la calle . . . ! 
-En d6nde esta su casa ? 
-Aqui, muy cerca-repuso Caifas.-i Pero que es eso 
que brilla en el suelo? Parecen tres monedas de cinco 
duros. 
-Es dinero que se me cay6-repuso Daniel.-Puedes 
tomarlo. 
• PEREZ GALD6s. 
SECOND YEAR SPANISH 
I. Dictation and oral work. 
II. (a) When do you use the ordinal numerals? 
(b) Give a list of all the neuter pronouns. 
(c) What are the principle uses of the subjunctive? 
Illustrate by examples. 
(d) Write sentences showing some of the idiomatic 
uses of the verbs hacer and poner. 
III. (a) Give a list of all the irregular present sub-
junctives which end in -gao 
(b) What are the peculiarities of the conjugation of 
radical-changing verbs of the second class? Name the 
principal verbs in this class. 
(c) Give a synopsis (1St sing. of all simple tenses) of 
caer, re(r, venir, traducir, querer. 
IV. Translale: 
Hello, John! What have YOll been doing this week?-
Nothing. I've been sick.-Is that so? I'm sorry to hear 
that. What's the matter ?-I don't know exactly. The 
• 
doctor says he thinks I caught cold. But I feel better 
now and I'm going away tomorrow.-Where are you 
going ?-Father and I are going to Havana.-When does 
the steamer leave ?-At eleven o'clock in the morning.-
• 
• 
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'Good ; perhaps I can come to say good· bye to you.-You're 
very kind, but I don't want you to bother, if you have 
anything else todo.-No, I'm not very busy now; besides 
I'd like to see the steamer, because I hope to go to Cuba 
myself some day.-They say it's a very interesting country. 
-Yes, my brother has been working there for several years 
and he likes it very much. He's coming home this 
summer.-We may see him.-I£ you go to Matanzas, I'd 
like to have you look him up. I'll give you a card of in-
troduction. Here it is. Give him my best, if you find 
him.-I'll be glad to. Is he older toan you ?-Yes, he's 
twenty·seven. How long are you going to stay in Havana? 
-Only a couple of weeks. As soon as my father has 
settled some business matters, we are coming back.-WeU, 
I hope you have a very pleasant trip.-Thank you. I'll 
see you when I get back and tell you all about it.-Good 
luck.-Same to you. Good-bye. 
V. Translate: 
Pasaron al comedor, donde ya aguardaba la senora, y 
marido y mujer se sentaron a la mesa uno frente a otro, 
mientras el sobrino se acomodo no lejos de ellos en una 
silla. Pero una cosa Ie dej6 estupefacto inmediatamente, 
y Cue el ver allado del plato de su tio, ademas del cubierto, 
un grande y magnifico revolver de seis tiros. Y su estupor 
crecio al ver que el tio Manolo 10 separaba suavemente un 
poquito como si se tratase del vaso, el tenedor 0 cualquier 
otro de los enseres indispensables de la mesa; y todavia 
mas al observar que su tia no hacia alto en ello y comenzaba 
tranqnilamente a comer sus huevos cocidos como si fuese 
la cosa mas natural del mundo. La imaginacion de nuestro 
he roe comenzo a dar mas vueltas que una rueda, perdien-
dose en un pielago de conjeturas; mas nunca se atrevi6 
a preguntar 10 que aquello significaba, por mas que la curio-
sidad Ie pi case cruelmente, pues entendia sobradamente que 
cualquier pregunta seria indiscreta. No por eso se crea 
que renuncio a saberlo; pero 10 aplaz6 para mejor sazon. 
PALACIO VALDES. 
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THIRD YEAR SPANISH 
I. Dictation and oral work. 
II. Escrfbase una carta a un amigo, en la cual se Ie da 
<:uenta de como usted ha pasado el verano. 
III. Dese un resumen (por 10 menos 100 palabras) de 
alguna novel a 0 comedia espanola. 
IV. Escribase un dialogo entre el senor A y la senorita 
B. La escena es la sala de la senorita B, donde recibe una 
visita del senor A. 
V. Traduzcase al espanol.' 
That evening, at about half-past seven o'clock, dinner 
being over and Mr. and Mrs. Baxter (parents of William) 
seated in the library, Mrs. Baxter said: 
" I think it's about time for you to go and dress for your 
Club meeting, papa, if you intend to go." 
" Do I have to dress? " Mr. Baxter asked plaintively. 
" I think nearly all the men do, don't they?" she in-
sisted. 
Mr. Baxter rose submissively and went up stairs to do as 
he was bid. But after fifteen or twenty minutes, during 
which his footsteps had been audible in various parts of 
the house, he called down: 
.. I can't find 'em." 
" Can't find what? " 
II My evening clothes. They aren't anywhere in the 
bouse. " 
" Where did you put them the last time you wore them? " 
• 
she called. 
II I don't know. I haven't had 'em on since last spring." 
II All right; I'll come," she said, rising. "Men never 
<:an find anything." 
BOOTH TARKINGTON. 
VI. Traduzcase al ingtes .' 
En una manana fria y humeda Uegue por primera vez al 
inmenso pais de los estados Unidos. Iba el II steamer" 
despacio, y la sirena aullaba roncamente por temor de un 
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choque. Quedaba atnls Fire Island con su erecto faro; 
estabamos frente a Sandy Hook, de donde nos sali6 al paso 
el barco de sanidad. EI ladrante slang yanqui sonaba por 
todas partes, bajo el pabell6n de bandas y estrellas. El 
viento fdo, el humo de las chimeneas, el movimiento de las 
maquinas, las mismas ondas ventrudas de aquel mar 
estaiiado, el vapor que caminaba rumbo a la gran bahia, 
todo decia: •• all right." Entre las brumas se divisaban 
islas y barcos. Long Island desarrollaba la in mensa cinta 
de sus costas, y Staten Island, como en el marco de una 
vineta, se presentaba eu su hermosura, tentando al lapiz, 
ya que no, por falta de sol, la maquina fotografica. Sobre 
cubierta se agrupan los pasajeros; el comerciante de gruesa 
panza, congestionado como un pavo, con encorvadas narices 
israelitas; el clergyman huesoso, enfundado en su largo 
levit6n negro, cubierto con su ancho sombrero de fieltro, y 
en la mana una pequena Biblia; la muchacha que usa gorra 
de jokey y que durante toda la travesia ha cantado con voz 
fonognifica, al son de un banjo; el joven robusto, lampino 
como un bebe, y que, aficionado al box, tiene punos de tal 
modo que bien pudiera desquijarar un rinoceronte de un 
solo impulso. 
RUBEN DARIO. 
ANCIENT HISTORY 
I. Where have you studied this subject? 
2. How long have you studied it? 
3· What text-book or text-books did you use? 
4· What else have you read on the subject? 
If you are trying for only a half-unit of credit, answer 
question I and any.lour questions in Greek History or any 
.lour questions in Roman History. 
I. Geography. 
Locate on the outline map five of the following: Troy, 
Syracuse, Memphis, Armenia, Thermopylae, Samnium, 
\ 
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Philippi, Cyprus, Alexandria, Constantinople, Dacia, the 
Roman province of Asia, Corinth, Macedonia. 
II. Odmtal H£story. 
Tell what you can about two of the following: Hammll-
rapi, the Egyptian Empire, the Phoenicians, Nebuchad-
nezzar. 
III. Gruk History. (Answer oue question.) 
I. What have recent discoveries taught us about early 
Aegean civilization (prior to 1000 B. C.)? 
2. Outline the story of one of the Homeric poems. 
3. What part did Miletus play in commerce and coloniza-
tion, in the history of science, and in the Persian Wars? 
IV. Gruk H£story. (Answer two questions.) 
I. Tell what you can about the characteristics and the 
work of two of the following: Themistocles, Socrates, 
Alcibiades, Epaminondas. 
2. Describe carefully the Athenian Acropolis at the time 
of the Pelopounesian War. 
3. What did Philip of Macedon accomplish? 
4. What principles did Alexander adopt for the govern-
ment of his empire? What was the permanent result of his 
conquests? What were the principal kingdoms found by 
his successors? 
V. Roman H£story. (Answer two questions.) 
I. What were the functions of the consuls, the censors, 
the tribunes, the praetors, and the senate in the Roman re-
public? 
2. What were the causes and the resuHs of the war with 
Pyrrhus, the Second Puuic War, and the wars with Mithri-
dates? 
3. Give an account of Caesar's conquest of Gaul and ex-
plain its significance. 
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VI. Roman His/Dry. (Answer three questions.) 
I. Give a sketch of the life and achievements of Cicero. 
2. What countries were included in the Roman Empire 
at the time of Augustus? What other countries were 
annexed by his successors? 
3. Tell what you can about two of the following 
emperors: Claudius, Vespasian, Marcus Aurelius, 
Diocletian. 
4. What can you say about the relations between Rome 
and the Germans (a) in the days of Marius, (b) during the 
administration of Augustus, (c) in the fifth century after 
Christ? 
MEDIEVAL AND MODERN HISTORY 
I. Where have you studied this subject? 
2. How long? 
3. With what text-book or text-books? 
4. What else have you read on the subject? 
If you are trying for only a half-unit of credit divide the 
paper after question 7. 
Group I 
(Answer any two questions.) 
I. Tell what you can of St. Louis, Omar, Gerbert, 
Boccaccio. 
2. Whence came the Normans? How did they gain a 
foothold, and what lands did they come to occupy in 
France? In the British Isles? In Italy? 
3· How did the civilization of Islam differ from that of 
Latin Christendom in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries? 
Through what chal;mels and how did either influence the 
other? 
Group II 
(Answer two questions.) 
4. What was .. the parti tion of Verd un " ?-the II Hanse-
• 
• 
• 
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atic League" ?-the "Sicilian Vespers" ?-the "Baby-
lonish Captivity" of the Popes? 
5. Narrate the origin and describe the nature and de-
velopment of the" Holy Roman Empire." 
6. Tell the story of the" Hundred Years War." 
Group III 
(Answer both questions unless you are trying for only a 
half-unit of credit.) 
7. Draw on the map, in their proper place, the boundaries 
of Latin Christendom at the close of the Middle Ages. 
Insert the names of its leading states. 
8. On the outline map locate the following: Seine, Tiber. 
Rhone, Elbe, Rhine, ScheIdt, Danube; Berlin, Brussels,. 
Antwerp, Liege, Namur, Calais, Verdun, Paris, Bordeaux, 
Marseilles, Milan, Turin, Vienna, Belgrad, Trieste, Danzig .. 
Group IV 
(Answer two questions.) 
9. What were the important issues of the Spanish 
Succession war? Give the date and the terms of the Peace 
, of Utrecht. 
. 
10. What points of resemblance do you see between the 
present war and the Napoleonic wars? What important 
differences? What terms were imposed on France by the 
second Treaty of Paris in 1815? 
II. Can you give any examples of discussion of, or pro-
posals for, perpetual peace or the federation of Europe in 
the eighteenth century or during the Napoleonic wars? 
What practical efforts were made by the great Powers of 
Europe to preserve the peace of Europe after the Napoleonic 
wars? 
Group V 
(Answer two questions.) 
12. Write a brief account of one of the following, giving 
important dates. (a) The Unification of Italy. (b) The-
Unification of Germany. 
• 
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13. The Reichstag, or lower chamber of the legislative 
assembly of the German Empire, is elected on the basis of 
uni \'ersal manhood suffrage; yet it is often asserted that 
the Empire is governed autocratically by the Emperor. Is 
the second statement true? If so, to what extent is it true, 
and how can it be true at all consistently with the first 
statement? 
q. What do you understand to be the fundamental 
theories of Socialism? What is the numerical strength of 
the Socialist organizations in France and in Germany? 
From what classes of people and in what numbers did the 
.Social-Democrat Party in Germany obtain votes outside the 
.organization just before the war? Do the Socialists exert 
,a greater influence in France than in Germany? If so, 
wh\' ? 
-
AMERICAN HISTORY AND CIVICS 
Are you seeking a unit or a half unit of credit? Where have you 
studied the subjects. how many weeks. how many hours a week. 
what text-books? 
Part I. American History. 
Group I. Write on two questions taking 1 or 2 and 3 or 4· 
I. Describe the circumstances, social, religious, economic 
and political from which two principal groups of colonists 
came to America. 
2. Show how these circumstances in the old world 
affected the life and the institutions of these groups in the 
new. Give this in some detail. 
3. What were the more significant Indian wars in which 
the British colonists were engaged between 1620 and 1775? 
Discuss one of them more fully, as to causes and results. 
4· Give a sketch of the efforts to find a northwest passage 
to the Orient, with the names of those who took part in 
the qnest and the effect upon American history through 
promotion of settlement and knowledge of geography. 
-
• 
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Group 2. Write on one question. 
I. Name three or more British generals distinguished for 
their work in the American colonies (excluding Canada) 
before 1770. State specifically the work of two of them. 
2. Mention three or more colonial governors, before 
1775, stating the colony each governed and when, the kind 
of colony, and the powers of these governors. What policy 
or incident makes each of the three memorable? 
3. Mention two or more British statesmen whose policies 
were important for the American colonies, before 1770, 
and state exactly in what respect this was true. 
Gronp 3. Write on two qnestions. 
I. What was the darkest year of the Revolution for the 
Colonists? Give a sketch of the circumstances and con-
ditions that mark that year. 
2. Mention the various kinds of aid given the United 
States by France during the Revolution. Show how the 
relations between Great Britain and France 1756-1783, 
determined the policy of France in respect to the American 
Revolution. Did any other country assist the United 
States? How? Why? 
. 3. How, at the end of the Revolution, did the United 
States acquire the region between the Alleghany Mountains 
and the Mississippi? What was the attitude of France 
toward the American claims in that quarter? What part, 
if any, did George Rogers Clark play in this matter? 
Group 4. Write on one question. 
I. Select one President between 1800 and 1820, and tell 
the circumstances of his election. What party did he re-
present? In ,what states did his political strength lie? 
What opposition developed during his administration? 
What were the most significant policies during his ad-
ministration? 
2. Contrast the problems and policies of our government 
before 1815 with those after 1815, in such a way as to 
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show that the War of 1812 was really a Second War of 
Independence. 
3. What were the characteristics of the Jacksonian 
Period, 1820- 1850? Illustrate by social changes, political 
changes, changes in the character and method of govern-
ment state and federal, and by anything else that illustrates 
the spirit of the period. 
Part II. Civics. 
Write on two or more questions. 
I. What are the essential features of a popular govern-
ment? Show to what extent the leading nations, includ-
ing the United States, have worked these out. What re-
mains to be done in any case? 
2. State the powers given the President by the Constitu-
tion of the United States. What other powers does he 
exercise through his party leadership, through personal 
influence, and through the prestige of his office? Give 
illustrations from recent years. 
3. How has the recent spread of prohibition been 
effected? What have the States done and how? What 
has the federal government done? How does this recent 
legislation differ from earlier legislation designed to effect 
prohibition? 
4. What new agencies of government have been called 
into existence for the purpose of the war? What new 
taxes havt" been levied? 
ENGLISH HISTORY 
• 
Group I-Answer three questions; 
I. What influencE' did the Roman occupation of Britain 
• 
have on English history? When and why were the 
Roman legions withdrawn from Britain? 
• 
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2. Describe the life and work of Alfred the Great. Give 
dates. 
3. Give an account of the Norman Conquest, including 
(a) William's claims to the throne, (b) the changes he 
made in the government of England, and (c) the im-
portance of the Conquest in English history. 
4. Give the causes of the Hundred Years War, and the 
chief events to the Treaty of Bretigny. Give dates. 
5. Explain five of the following: Danegeld, scutage, 
knight's fee, interdict, Domesday Book, villein, homage . 
Group II-Answer two quesHons : 
I. Describe (a) the Spanish armada, (b) the trial of the 
seven bishops, (c) the revolution of 1688, and show the 
importance of each in English history. 
2. Give an account of the life, character and death of 
Sir Thomas More. Name a book he wrote and indicate 
the nature of its coutents. 
3. Give a short account of the public life and work of 
Gladstone. 
4. Explain five of the following: rump parliament, star 
chamber, Cabal, South Sea Bubble, prime minister, parlia-
mentary reform act of 1832. 
ELEMENTARY ALGEBRA 
I. Simplify 
a-4 a-5 a-3 
---;;-. - --+"-- + • + • . 
a -9a 20 a -lla a -7a+12 
2. Simplify 
3. Factor into simplest factors with real coefficients, 
x' + x + y _ ". ; XU - I. 
• 
• 
4. Solve 
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2X - 3.Y + 4z - 51 = 0 
x + 2y - 3z + t = - 8 
- x + 2Y + 3z + t = 8 
3x - 2Y + 4z - 31 = 7· • 
5. There are two numbers such that the product of the 
first and I more than the second is 660; and the product 
of the second and I less than the first is 609. Find the 
numbers. 
6. A 7 per cent mixture of salt and water has 7 pounds 
of salt in 100 pounds of mixture. How many pounds of 
water must be added to 80 pounds of a 10 per cent mixture 
of salt and water to produce a 7 per cent mixture? 
INTERMEDIATE ALGEBRA 
I. Find in a simple form the value of at" + 2bt + c when 
-c 
t=-b+..Ib'_ac· 
2. Simplify 
3. After a mowing machine has made the circuit of a 10 
acre rectangular field 33 times, cutting a swath 5 feet wide 
each time, 2 Yz acres of grain remain standing. Find the 
dimensions of the field. 
4. Solve simultaneously 
x' + Y' = 10, x' + 4XY - 2Y" = 19. 
5. For what values of a are the simultaneous solutions of 
y = 2X + a and x' + y' - 2ax - 2y - 10 = 0 not real? 
6. If a : b :: c : d prove that 
• 
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ADVANCED ALGEBRA 
I. Find correct to two places of decimals a root of 
oX"' + 4x - 7 = o. 
37 
X'-3X +5 
2. Draw the graph of y = • + +' From this graph 
x 2X 2 
estimate the greatest value of y. By some other method 
find this value exactly. 
3. The equation 6x' + 7x' - 22X' - 7X - 6 = 0 has two 
rational roots. Find exact values for all its roots. 
4. By using the binomial theorem find (1.001)60 correct 
to 6 places of decimals. 
5. In a party of workmen there are four white men, 
three Indians and two negroes. The Indians will not work 
with any white men, and two of the white men will not 
work together and will not work with the negroes. In 
how many ways can three men be chosen from the party to 
do a piece of work? 
6. Solve x + 5Y - 8z = - 12 
ax + 2y - 3z = - 4 
x -ay + 2Z = 4. 
Define dependent linear equations. For what value of a 
are the above equations dependent? 
PLANE GEOMETRY 
I. Construct a right triangle, given the hypotenuse and 
'~he altitude upon the hypotenuse. Prove your construction 
correct. 
2. ABCD is a rectangle having A and C opposite vertices. 
If P is any point in the plane of the rectangle, show that 
PA' + PC' = PB' + PD' 
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3. Prove that the line which joins the midpoints of the 
legs of a trapezoid is parallel to the bases and equal to one-
half their sum. 
4. Three equal circles touch each other externally. Find 
the area included between them, if the radius of each is 2 . 
feet. 
5. ADCis a right angled triangle having AC= 15 ft., 
DC = 20 ft., and AD = 25 ft. From the right angle a line 
is drawn perpendicular to the hypotenuse. Find the length 
of this line, and the segments into which it divides the 
hypotenuse. 
6. The base AD of a triangle is given in length and posi-
tion. The opposite angle is given in magnitude only. 
Find the locus of the third vertex, and prove your result 
correct. 
SOLID GEOMETRY 
I. Find the locus of a point equidistant from the three 
faces of a trihedral angle. Prove. 
2. The volume of a triangular pyramid is equal to one-
third the product of the area of its base and its altitude. 
Prove. 
3. If the radius of a sphere is 4 feet and a certain equi-
lateral spherical triangle on this sphere has an area of three 
square feet, find the angles' of this triangle. 
4. The radii of two spheres are 5 inches and 12 inches 
• 
respectively. The distance between their centers is 13 
inches. Find the area of the circle of intersection of the 
two spheres and also the area of that part of the surface of 
the small sphere which is outside the large sphere. 
5· If two intersecting lines are each parallel to a given 
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plane, the plane of these lines is parallel to the given plane. 
Prove. 
6. If the total surface of a regular tetrahedron is 100 
square inches, find the volume of the tetrahedron. 
PLANE TRIGONOMETRY 
I. Find all values of x greater than 490 and less than 
297 0 for which 
sint x cos x-sin x cost x = 0. 
2. If tan 2A = _ 24, find sin A and cos A. 
7 
3. Show that sin 3A = 3 sin A - 4 sins A. 
4. If the sides of a triangle are 10, I2, and 14 feet, re-
spectively, find the angles. 
5. If tan -I (-2) is in the second quadrant, find the value 
of:the sine and of the cosine of twice this angle . 
• 
6. A regular polygon of seventeen sides is inscribed in a 
circle whose radius is 20 feet. Find the total area of the 
seventeen spaces outside the polygon and inside the circle . 
• 
PHYSICS 
Group A 
Answer two questions from this group. 
I. What is meant by specific gravity? Explain fully 
one method of determining the specific gravity of a liquid. 
Show how the specific gravity is determined from the 
-observed data. 
-
, 
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2. What is meant by the moment of a force? A uni-
form bar 6 ft. long and weighing 9 pounds is suspended at 
a point 2 ft. from one end. Using the principle of moments 
find the point at which a 6 lb. weight should be hung on 
the bar in order to keep the bar horizontal. 
3. What is meant by efficiency of a machine, mechanical 
advantage, uniformly accelerated motion, work, power? 
Group B 
Answer three questions from this group. 
4. What is meant by the dew point? How may the 
dew point be determined in any given room? Why does 
dew appear on the grass more often than on the stones? 
5. Given three beakers each containing 100 grams of 
water at SOoC. Into the first is put 50 grams of water at 
o°C., into the second 50 grams of ice at o°C., and into the 
third 50 grams of copper at o°C. In which one will the 
resulting temperature be the highest? The lowest? Ex-
plain each answer. 
6. Two sounds differ in (a) pitch, (b) loudness, (c) 
quality. How do the corresponding wave·s differ in ~ach 
case? What is meant by resonance? Illustrate your 
answer by reference to some case of resonance in sound. 
7· Make diagrams to show (I) the path of a ray of light 
thru a plate of glass with parallel faces, when the angle of 
incigence is about 45 0, (2) tqe path of light thru a prism 
when a beam of white light is incident upon one face at an 
angle of about 45°. Tell briefly how you would determine 
the candle power of a given light source. 
Group C 
Answer two questions from this group. 
8. A steel bar is suspended in a horizontal position and 
the north pole of a magnet is brought near one end of the 
• 
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bar and the bar moves toward the magnet. Does this 
.show that the bar was originally magnetized? Explain. 
What is meant by the angle of declination? Angle of dip? 
9. What is the essential difference in construction be-
tween an ammeter and a voltmeter? Draw an electric 
drcuit including at least one lamp and other necessary 
parts. Indicate how an ammeter should be connected in 
the Circuit to measure the current thru the lamp and a 
voltmeter to measure the potential difference between the 
terminals of the lamp. Show how you would use the read-
ings of these instruments to determine the resistance of the 
lamp. 
10. Show by diagram the essential parts of an electric 
bell and explain fully how it operates. State the purpose 
()f each part. 
• 
CHEMISTRY 
t Entrance credit in chemistry does not carry with it University 
credit in any course in chemistry in Cornell University. Applicants 
for University credit in Introductory Inorganic Chemistry, Course I, 
who have received permission from Mr. Hoy, should take the ex-
amination for University credit also being held in this room.) 
Answer eight questions only. 
(Atomic Weights: H = I, 0 = 16, Na = 23, S= 32, Ct = 35.5, 
K=39, Cu=63·6 ) 
I. Complete and balance each of the equations indicated 
below, using symbols or formulas throughout: 
(a) ammonium nitrate (heated) = 
(b) potassium chlorate + manganese dioxide (heated) = 
(c) calcium hydroxide + carbon dioxide = 
(d) sodium hydroxide (hot, concentrated) + chlorine = 
(e) sodium carbonate + hydrochloric acid = 
(0 ferrous sulphide + sulphuric acid = 
(g) potassium iodide + bromine = 
(h) silicon dioxide + carbon (heated in electric 
• 
furnace)= 
(i) phosphorus pentoxide + water = 
(j) nitrogen pentoxide + water = 
• 
• 
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2. How would you distinguish, by chemical means, be-
tween (a) nitrogen gas and carbon dioxide gas, (b) hydro-
gen gas and carbon monoxide gas, (c) a diamond and a 
piece of glass, (d) pieces of iron wire and platinum wire, 
(e) common salt and sodium bromide? 
3. Define in your own words, and illustrate any ten of 
the following terms: (a) Element, (b) Oxide, (c) Metal, 
(d) Hydrolysis, (e) Exothermic Reaction, (f) Solute, (g) 
Supersaturated Soll1tion, (h) Atomic Weight, (i) Dibasic 
acid, (j) Radical, tk) Alkali, (1) Basic Salt. 
4. Describe (with sketch) an experiment by means of 
which you demonstrate that 
(a) ammonia is very soluble in water, 
(b) chlorine gas is a supporter of combustion, 
(c) ozone may be prepared from oxygen, 
(d r the "zone of unburned gases II of the ordinary 
flame is comparatively cool, 
(e) the smoke of ordinary black gunpowder contains 
potassium sulphide. 
(Choose any four parts of this question.) 
5. (a) Describe the method that you used in the labora-
tory for the preparation of hydrogen gas. What precau-
tions were used in this work? 
(b) Give three methods for the preparation of hydrogen, 
anyone of which would, in your opinion, be of practical 
value in the manufacture of. this gas on a large scale for 
military purposes. 
(c) What volume of hydrogen gas, measured under 
standard conditions, would be required for the complete re-
duction of 398 grams of cupric oxide? 
6. How would you proceed to prepare 
(a) Quicklime from limestone? 
(b) Calcium carbide from quicklime? 
(c) Acetylene from calcium carbide? 
Cd) Potassium nitrate from sodium nitrate? 
(e) Nitric acid from sodium nitrate? 
(f) Sulphuric acid from sulphur dioxide? 
(Choose any five parts of this question.) 
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7. State Avogadro's Hypothesis. 
What volume of oxygen gas would be required for the 
complete combustion of (a) 2'5 liters of methane, (b) 100 
cubic meters of carbon monoxide, (c) 10 cubic feet of 
acetylene, (d) 5 cubic centimeters of ethane, C.H6? 
8. (a) What volume of a solution of hydrochloric acid 
containing 73 grams of the acid per liter would exactly 
suffice for the neutralization of the sodium hydroxide ob-
tained by the action of 0.46 gram of metallic sodium upon 
water? 
(b) What weight of potassium hydroxide would be 
necessary for the neutralization of 25 cc. of a solution of 
sulphuric acid containing 49 grams of the acid per liter? 
9. Describe briefly commercial methods for the prepara-
tion of any five of the following products: (a) glass, (b) 
coke, (c) sulphuric acid, (d) smokeless powder, (e) caustic 
soda, (f) graphite, (g) coal gas, (h) chlorine. 
BOTANY 
I. Give a brief account of the life-history of a fern. 
2. Describe and compare the features of a monocotyle-
donous and a dicotyledonous seed. Illustrate by sketches, 
and name all parts. 
3. Give the general characters of the groups: thallo-
phytes, bryophytes, pteridophytes, and spermatophytes, 
giving an example of each. 
4. Compare a stem and a root as to 1st, structure, . 2nd, 
function. 
5. Select and name five flowering plants representing 
different families. Arrange them in a series according to 
the degree of their complexity . 
• 
6. Discuss in detail some important physiological process 
in a plant and describe an experiment to demonstrate the 
working of the process. 
• 
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7. Describe the stages in the life history of a representa-
tive alga and of a representative fungus. 
8. Oive three special modifications possessed by the 
plants of a desert . 
9. Give the life-history of a moss. Draw a diagram and 
name parts shown. 
10. Discuss trees and shrubs with particular reference to 
their relation to the seasons. 
ZOOLOGY 
For I unit answer questions 1-5 and ·any three of the 
otbers. 
For half unit answer any five questions. 
I. Define each of the following terms: molt, cell division, 
nucleus, metamorphosis, larva, excretions, spiracle, fauna, 
cilia. 
2. Explain fully the principle of respiration in animals. 
Compare this process in ameba, an insect, a fish, and a frog, 
3. Make a diagram of a Hydra and name its parts. 
Compare its habits and activities with those of ameba. 
What is the difference between the two as regards the 
structure of the body? 
4. Give the functions of the following and name an 
animal in which each ' is found: flagellum, pseUdopodium, 
mandible, siphon, tentacle, plastron, mantle. 
5· Explain the mode of swimming of a fish and a musk-
rat. Account for the difference. 
6. What are the properties of living protoplasm? Ex" 
plain by application to the activities of some simple animal. 
7· Describe the process of metamorphosis in some animal 
which you have studied. 
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8. Describe a method of demonstrating the circulation of 
the blood in the living animal and write the impressions of 
your observation. 
9 . . Compare the breathing, locomotion, and food getting 
, 
of the tadpole with those of the adult. 
10. State how a mamma,l differs from a frog in (a) mode 
of development, (b) external structure. 
BIOLOGY 
State briefly what biological subjects you have studied, 
with what proportion of recitation and laboratory work and 
for what periods. Any laboratory books or other work 
done in such courses may be submitted as supplemental to 
the answers to be written to the following questions. 
Answer ten questions, including two from each group. 
Group I 
I. Where does a plant get its carbon food? Explain the 
process of photosynthetic assimilation. What is formed as 
a result of the process? What conditions are necessary? 
2. What nutrients are contained in a piece of bread and 
butter. In what part of the alimentary canal and by what 
digestive fluid is each of these nutrients largely digested? 
3. Describe the breathing of a crayfish or a fish. State 
what gases are exchanged in this process and explain the 
necessity for this exchange. 
Group 2 
I. Describe and sketch the reproductive organs of the 
fern or liver wort. Describe the manner of fertilization. 
2. Compare the red and white corpuscles of human blood 
as to size, shape, number and function. 
• 
• 
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3. Illustrate by diagrams the cellular structure of a 
hydra and illustrate and describe its mode of increase. 
Group .3 
I. Define monocotyledon, family , genus, angiosperm. 
Describe and illustrate the structure of the flower and 
cluster of one of the compositae. 
2. Compare (homologize) and name the bones ofthe arm 
and hand with those of leg and foot, in man. 
3. Name, and give the differential characters of five 
classes of vertebrates. 
Group 4 
I. What are the main ecological factors in plant life? 
What are hyrophytes, xerophytes and tropophytes ? 
2. Define protoplasm. Describe its distribution in the 
normal cell snch as in Spirogyra and in corn. Discuss the 
movement of protoplasm in some plants. 
3· Describe the proper method of dressing a wound made 
by a rusty nail and give reasons for using the method de-
scribed. 
Group 5 
I. Name 5 great bio~ogists of the past, give approximate 
date of activity, nationality and field of work. 
2. Name 5 mammals native of this country (two of 
which to be aquatic or semiaquatic.) Mention the food of 
each and state method of securing this food. 
3· Name a fish and make a labeled drawing of a side 
vi~w of it, indicating the position of the eye, gill cover 
and fins. 
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PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY 
N. B. Those desiring (1) unit of credit answer all 
.q uestions. 
Those desiring >6 unit of credit answer question 7 and 
any four of the others. 
Answer these queries before beginning to write answers 
to subject matter questions: 
Where did you study physical geography? How long, 
in weeks. 
What texts did you use? 
I. Account for the Bow of the If Gulf Stream" ocean 
current and for its continuation as a shallow surface • 
If Drift" across the Atlantic to the northwest coast of 
Europe. 
2. (a) What volcano and where located has been in 
active eruption in the United States in the last few years? 
What one in Alaska? 
(b) Why have the volcanoes Pele, Chimborazo and 
Fujiyama-very steep cones, while all Hawaiian volcanoes 
have very broad gently sloping cones? 
3. Give a number of reasons (label each one so that they 
can be readily distinguished in your answer) why so large 
a part of the world's population is situated on plains. 
Refer to origin of plains' soils, to transportation conditions, 
to industry, etc. 
4. Distinguish between the following physiographic 
phenomena as to (a) origin, (b) form, (c) composition: 
Moraines, Eskers, Drumlins, Outwash Fans, Monadnocks. 
s. (a) How are mesas formed? . 
(b) Can waves and ocean currents make large bays and 
inlets on what was a straight coast line? If so how? If 
not what is the effect of waves and currents on a coast line 
that is very irregular, has many bays, inlets, headlands, 
.etc. ? 
• 
• 
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6. (a) Distinguish belween an Oceanic Climate and a 
Conti nental Climate. 
(b) Account for the aridity of the northern part of the 
Sahara Desert on the basis of planetary winds and topo-
graphy. 
7. (a) Sketch a topographic map of a river valley with 
three tributaries, the main river valley and the lower parts-
of the tributaries having maturity of form while the upper 
parts of tributaries are in gorges. 
(b) Define contour line, contour interval, horizontal 
scale. 
8. (a) State as clearly as you can why mountains in the 
youthful stage exhibit snch wild irregularity of topography 
both as to details and larger masses. 
(b) On basis of above. answer account for the origin of 
) I) peaks (2) passes. 
BOOKKEEPING 
(Yz or I unit) 
• 
For Yz unit answer the first three questions, for 1 unit 
answer all. 
I. The inventory of merchandise at the beginning of an 
accounting period was $7,000 and at the close of the period 
$8,500. During the period the purchases amounted to 
$15,000 and the sales to $16,000. Customers returned 
goods to the amount of $500 and the proprietor took for 
personal use goods which cost $300. . 
Prepare and close the ledger account or accounts affected 
by the above transactions. 
2. a. On which side of the account is the balance in (I) 
Bills Payable and (2) Bills Receivable? What does the 
balance show in each case? 
• 
• 
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b. Which of the accounts, Bills Receivable or Bills 
Payable is affected and how in each of the following cases: 
(1) A sale of merchandise for a note. 
(2) The payment of a note given when merchandise 
was purchased by the business. 
(3) The payment of a note given to the business 
by one to whom merchandise was sold. 
(4) The purchase of merchandise for a note of the 
business. 
3. What Journal entries if any would you make under 
the following conditions: 
(I) In posting from a correct Journal entry the 
-debit was posted to A. J. Brown instead of J. G. Brown. 
(2) The Journal entry from which posting was 
made was incorrect. The amount debited should have 
been credited and the account credited should have been 
debited. 
(3) The Journal entry from which posting was 
made debited the wrong acconnt but credited the right one. 
4. l\1ustrate the use of the Cash Book by entering the 
fol1owing transactions and explaining the postings to be 
made to the ledger, assuming that the ledger is complete 
in itself. 
Balance on hand $500. 
Jan. 4. Merchandise sold for cash $400. 
Jan. 8. Pay rent $50. 
Jan. 11. Pay J. G. White on account $175. . 
Jan. 12. Receive from Browning & Co., in full $620. 
Jan. 16. Pay AlllericanJobbing Co. $460. 
Jan. 17. Receive interest $42. 
5. Explain the imprest system of handli~g petty cash 
payments. 
• 
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• AGRICULTURE 
(Answer the first five questions for ~ unit of credit. 
Answer all the questions for one unit of credit.) 
I. Give a good ration for egg production, state how it is 
fed and give reasons for the me~hod. 
2. Outline a spray calendar for the apple under New 
York conditions and include the time of application, the 
spray mixture used and the pests controlled with each 
• spraylOg. • 
3. Give the following information for each of the crops 
listed below: (a) Amount of seed sown per acre; (b) An 
average yield per acre; (c) Time of year when sown. 
Wheat Timothy 
Corn Oats 
Potatoes Barley 
Clover 
4. Outline a good rotation for a general farm. State 
very briefly why you think this is a good rotation. 
5. Make a list of all the items that enter into the cost of 
production of some farm product. 
6. Give in detail the amount of each kind of feed it is 
necessary to give a dairy cow in 24 hours. The cow 
weighs 1000 pounds and yields in the twenty-four hours 30 
pounds of milk testing 4 % butterfat. Describe the by· 
products from corn, wheat, and barley that are used to feed 
animals. 
7. State how you would test a sample of cream by the 
Babcock method. 
8. Explain the cause for absorption by the soil and dis-
cuss the importance of such phenomena with examples. . 
9. What is ;soil acidity? How may it be corrected? 
Explain the advantages and disadvantages of one qualita-
tive test for acidity. 
• 
• 
• 
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10. Explain what to do with the following farm imple-
ments before storing them at the end of the season's work: 
plow, grain ·binder, grain drill. 
DRAWING 
Two examinations are given, one in freehand drawing 
and one in mechanical drawing. Applicants may take 
either, or by special arrangement may take both. The ex-
amination will be given and judged on the assumption that 
those taking it have had approximately 150 actual hours 
of instruction and practice for. each 76 credit point desired. 
One (I) point is the maximum creait allowed in the subject. 
Candidates taking the examination must present samples 
of their work, and a teacher's statement showing time and 
proficiency. 
FREEHAND DRAWING 
For this examination the applicant is required to make a 
pencil sketch of an object or group of objects. The objects 
used may be geometrical blocks with straight and curved 
lines and curved surfaces, simple pieces of pottery, furniture, 
or models with simple lines and surfaces. The purpose of 
the examination is to test the ability of the applicant to 
draw accurately and sympathetically just what he sees. 
Shading mayor may not be required. 
MECHANICAL DRAWING 
Questions may call for instrumental drawing of geometric 
constructions, orthographic and isometric projection, ob-
lique section and intersection of solids, surface develop-
ments, etc., and working drawings of machine details, as 
bolts, nuts, pulleys, gears, va.riolls simple castings, etc. 
Data for the problems in any given examination will be 
furnished in the form of descriptive text, sketches, or photo-
graphs with dimensions marked or stated. 
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MANUAL TRAINING 
Examinations will be offered in wood working, forging. 
foundry work, and machine work. To satisfy the entrance 
requirement the applicant must have performed not less 
than 300 hours of actual work in the subjects in which the 
examination is taken. Candidates must present a teacher's 
statement of the time actually spent in the work and of the 
proficiency attained therein . 
• 
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ENGLISH 
Part I 
I. Write a letter [not more than two pages] giving some 
details about your study preparatory to this examination. 
[S'gn your number, not your name.] 
2. Write a composition four or five pages in length on 
one of the following topics: 
a. A summer on a farm. 
b. My interest in stories of the West. 
c. Touchstone. 
d. The number seven. 
e. Adrift in a motor-boat. 
f. Superstitions among people I know. 
g. What I like in Goldsmith. 
h. Traitors in American history. 
i. The value of the addresses of Washington and Webster 
(or of Lincoln) in the study of American history. 
j. A tri p by trolley. 
• 
Part II 
Select one of the following passages; . (a) state from 
what poem or play it is taken; (b) explain each italicized 
word; (c) scan two consecutive lines; (d) make a list of 
the phrases. 
I. Bacchus, that first from out the purple grape 
Crushed the sweet poison of misused wine, 
After the Tuscall mariners transformed, 
Coasting the Tyrrhene shore, as the winds listed, 
On Circe's island fell. 
2. But, 0 sad Virgin! that thy power 
Might raise Musaeus from his bower; 
Or bid the soul of Orpheus sing 
Such notes as, warbled to the string, 
Drew iron tears down Pluto's cheek, 
And made Hell grant what love did seek. 
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3. But look you, Cassius, 
The angry spot doth glow on Caesar's brow, 
And all the rest look like a cbidden train : 
Calpurnia's cheek is pale; and Cicero 
Looks with such/eyret and such fiery eyes. 
4. The weird sisters, hand in hand, 
Posters of the sea and land, 
Thus do go about, about: 
Thrice to thine and thrice to mine, 
And thrice again, to make up nine. 
Peace! the charm's wound up. 
5. ' The great brand 
Made lightnings in the splendour of the moon, 
And flashing round and round, and whirl'd in an arch, 
S"ot like a streamer of the northern morn, 
Seen where the moving isles 0/ winter shock 
By night, with noises of the Northern sea. 
Part III 
Write a comment or criticism on one of the following 
quotations: 
I. Young man, there is America, which at this day serves for little 
more than to amu~e you with stories of savage men and uncouth 
manners; yet shall, before you taste of death, show itself equal to 
the whole of that commerce which now attracts the envy of the world. 
-Burke. 
2. The name of American, which belongs to you, in your national 
capacity, must always exalt the just pride of patriotism, more than 
any appellation derived from local discriminatioDs.-Washington. 
3. And, by the blessing of God, may that country itself become a 
vast and splendid Monument, not of oppression and terror, but of 
Wisdom, of Peace, and of Liberty, upon which the world may gaze, 
with admiration, forever!- Webster. 
4. Let us have faith that right makes might, and in that faith let 
us to the end dare to do our duty as we understand it.-Lincoln. 
Part IV 
Name some literary contemporaries of Carlyle and of 
Burns, or of Macaulay and of Johnson. Mention some 
noteworthy book by each writer you name. . 
• 
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GREEK 
A. 
TRANSLATION INTO ENGLISH 
The meeting between Cyrus the elder and Gobryas, as re-
lated by Xenophon : 
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B. 
TRANSLATION INTO GREEK 
l. If Cyrus had not been slain, it is conceded by all that 
he would have become king. For the forces of Artaxerxes 
had been beaten and he himself, though older than Cyrus, 
was a cowardly man and less worthy (clV.c&eLOi) to rule. 
2. On hearing that, he denied that he was going up 
against his brother that he might deprive him of his king-
dom. For he thought that the Greeks would not accom-
pany him further if he told the truth. 
C. 
QUESTIONS ON GREEK GRAMMAR 
I. State the uses of 1l{IT()i, and illustrate each of them by 
an example. 
2. Write of the tense in which each form is found the 
first person singular in the indicative, subjunctive, and op-
tative ; the infinitive, the participle of the following forms: 
01&, (l80v; KIl8{0'T'YJPOL, KIlT'£O'T'YJV; cl</>{YJpoL; cl1l'LWV. 
3. When should po~ be used with the indicative mood ?" 
with the infinitive? with the participle? 
4. Write the inflexion of Xdp in the singular; of 1I'0Vi in 
the plural. 
5. Which is the correct form T'Lpf.V or T'Lpoav (pres. infin.)? 
Why? 
6. What difference in form is there between the future 
middle and the future passive? Between the second aorist 
middle and second aorist passive? 
• 
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GERMAN 
1. .' 
Translate: 
(a) IIDCi9tenb bet gteife !Hinig fOtgte unb fd)uf, bog ein ~a9t 
nad) bem anbem iiber fein finnenbes .f}aU\lt; ftiller Ivatb ee um i9n, 
lemr unbeinfamet, f1einer bet .!trei6 bon Wienfd)en, benen er fid] 
offnete. ~ie 3'lote 9atte er bei;lSeite gelegt, aud] bie neue franbofifd)e 
2itetatur erfd)ien i9m fd)al unb langlveilig, 3uIVeilen lVar i9m, ale 
ob ein neue~ 2eben unter i9m in ~eutfd)l .. mb ergrune, e6 blipb i9n1 
fremb. Unermublid) arbeitete er an feinem ~eer, an bem 1ID091ftanb 
feinee ~olfee, immer Iveniger gaUen i9m feine lIDerf3euge, immer 
90get unb leibenfd)aftlid)er Ivurbe ba~ @efu91 fur bie grofie \}!flid)t 
feinet Shone. 2lber lVie man fein fiebenjCi~rigee mingen im Sltiege 
• iibermenfd)lid) nennen barf, fo Ivar aud) ie~t in feiner 2lrbeit etlVas 
Ungegellte~, Iva~ ben 3eitgenoflen bUlVellen iiberirbifd) unb ~ulVeilen 
unmenfd)lid) erfd)ien. a:s tvar grofi, aber es lVar aud) furd)tbar, bafi 
i9m bas @ebei~en (bes @an3en in jebem 2lugenblid bl's ~od)fte lVar 
unb bas !Be9agen be~ a:in3e1nen fo gar nid)t~. 2lle bas lSd)idfal 
bes IStaate~ erfd)ien er ben ~ \}!reufien, unbmd)enbar, unerbittlict 
aUtviffenb, ba~ @rofite lVie bas SUeine uberfegenb. 
(b) ~9r lVart nod) 3arte stnaben, abel' fd)on 
a:ntblVeite eud) ber jammerbolle 3IVift, 
~er elvig nie me9r lVieberfe9ren moge, 
Unb 9Ciufte @ram auf eurer a:Uern ~er3. 
~a lourbe euerm ~ater eines Zages 
a:in feltfam IVl1llberbaret Zraum. ~9tn beud)te, 
a:r fCi9' aus feinem 90d)3eitlid)en !Bette 
3IVei 20rbmbiiume lVad)fen, i9r @e3lVeig 
~id)t ineinanber fled)tenb. 3lVifd)en beiben 
lIDud)~ eine 2ilie em\lor. lSie loal'b 
3ur 3'lnmme, bie, ber !Biiume bid)t @e3lveig 
Unb ba~ @ebiilf ergl'eifenb, \lraffelnb aUffd)lug 
Unb, lllll fid) Iviitenb, fd)neU bn~ ganAe ~all~ 
~n ungegeurer 3'euel'flut bctfd)lang. 
a:rfd)redt bon '\)iefem feltfatnen @efid)te 
!Befragt' ber ~atel' einen fternefunbigen 
2lrabiel', ber fein OraM tvat, 
2ln bem fein ~er3 me9l' 9ing, al~ mil' gefie!, 
Um bie !Bebeutung. ~el' 2lrabin 
• 
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{Edliitte: ",enn mein 6d}oB \)on einet ~od}tet 
{Entbunben ",titbe, toten ",titbe fie i~m 
SDie beiben 6il~ne, unb fein ganAet 6tamm 
SDutd} fie \)erge~n. 
II. 
I. Using as your model: ick gelu, ick ging, ick bin ge-
g-angen, er geht: to go, give the meaning, the principal parts 
and the third person singular present of: verraten, aus-
brechen, aufsteke1z, frukstiicknz, wissen, forI/ahren, erkennen, 
wenden, entreissen, aussprecken. 
2. Form, in the past tense, one sentence with each of the 
following verbs, and translate your sentences into English: 
scltaffen, aushalten, sick unterltalten, lassen, verlassen, 
anbielen, bitten, belen, misslingen, unterbrecken. 
3. Give the nominative and genitive singular and the 
nominative plural with the definite article in each case of: 
Herz, Gedanke, Staat, Volk, Drama, frrtum, Gelekrte, 
Hirt, Hund, Hand. 
4. Use in complete sentences, in two different meanings, 
each of the fo\1owing pronouns: der, welcker, wer. State 
what pronoun it is in each case. 
5. Decline throughout the German equivalents for: Ihis 
good old gentleman; yourHtlle sister. 
III. 
Translate inlo German: 
I. Is Mr. Smith in? No, I am very sorry, he left his 
room five minutes ago. But will you not come in and sit 
down? He said he would be back in less than half an hour. 
2. Did you know this gentleman? He certainly spoke 
very poor English. But, perhaps, he can't help that. He 
did not come to the United States until he was twenty-four 
years old. He is now studying here at the University, as 
you know. He intends to stay for two years and then to· 
go back to Europe. He is said to be a wealthy man. 
IV. 
Tell in German, in about 125-150 words, the contents of 
any German drama. 
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FRENCH 
1. Trans/at~: 
Partout ou I'on parle anglais, personne n'ignore Ie 110m 
de l'iIIustre ecrivain Dingley. Les enfants eux-memes Ie 
connaissent, maint d'entre eux apprend a lire dans ses livres. 
C'etait un homme d'une gaiete, d'une fantaisie, d'nne 
fraicheur d'imaginatio11 incomparable. II semblait ne a I'au-
rore du monde, dans un temps ou les sens des hommes riva-
lisaient avec cenx des betes. Qu'i! decrivit une foret vierge 
de I'lnde, un 'office de commerce dans la Cite de Londres, un 
lever de solei! sur la mer des Tropiques, un · crepuscule 
d'Europe occidentale, sa vision imprevue etait celie d'un 
homme qui ouvrirait sur les spectacles de I'univers des yeux 
neufs. Ses histoires etaient peintes avec la precision d' un 
realiste japouaiset la fantaisie d'un poete persan. Les per-
sonnages de ses contes habitaient presque tous un pays ou 
la puissante imagination de I'homme epanouit des Beurs 
merveilleuses, les plaines du Gange, temoins de I'effort Ie 
plus desespere des pensenrs ponr decouvrir un sens a la vie. 
Son esprit jouait avec les soins des Europeens emigres 130-
bas et les reves des philosophes indigenes morts il y a des 
milliers d'annees. II unissait I'esprit concret des hommes 
de race anglaise a l'ame insatisfaite et passion nee pour Ie 
reve d'un Hindou; i1 avait l'ardeur d'un pirate norm and 
et Ie goftt des siestes, a I'ombre, tapdis que dans Ie champ 
de la vision interieure passent, comme un souvenir d'nne 
autre existence, les aventures d'hommes ayant appartenu 
a d'autres civilisations. Et c'etait Ie jeu me me de son 
esprit qu'il avait represente dans la plus belle histoire du 
mond~·ou I'on voit un jeune commis du Strand reconstituer, 
avec I'exactitude d'ull homme qui I'aurait soufferte, la vie 
d'un rameur grec enchatne au banc d'une galere phenicienne 
mille ans avant Ie Christ. 
-JEROME ET PAUL THARAUD, Dingl~y. 
II. Translat~: 
One more letter to you from here, from this most beauti-
ful part of Switzerland, which, though you have not been 
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here with us, is yet dear to me from its associations with 
you. How strange,-our meeting on the boat that lovely 
summer morning (lovely though rainy, so that you were 
reading from Madame de Stael-or was it Madame de Gen-
lis ?-in the cabin to your Mother) the beginning of that 
long voyage on which we then embarked together unknow-
ingly! How strange, how fortunate ' that unconscious sym-
pathy that brought us together that day, to ripen into the 
conscious sympathy which now makes up so large a part of 
the interests of my life at least! The talk of thirteen years 
ago resulting in the letters and talks of this year. 
- The Letters of Charles Eliot Norton. 
III. Translate: 
I. Tous les membres auraient dtl assister a la conference. 
2. 11 faisait Ie mort. 3. 11 valait mieux se taire. 4. 11 
sait a quoi s'en tenir. 5. On ne peut se passer de cela. 6. 
IIs doivent etre a meme de se tirer d'affaire. 7. II s'etait 
montre on ne peut plus optimiste. 
IV. Conjugate the present indicative of plaire, the pres-
ent subjunctive of vouloir, the present indicative of acquen'r, 
the imperfect subjunctive of joindre. 
V. Write a short composition of about 200 words on La 
France et les Etats- Unis. 
ELEMENTARY AND INTERMEDIATE ALGEBRA, 
PLANE GEOMETRY 
I. Resolve into factors: a) X S + 3x' - 2 ; 
b) at - I 2 ab + 36b" - t' . 
• 
2. The width of a rectangle is 5 feet less than the length. 
If the length be increased by 2 feet and the width in-
creased 3 feet, the area will be increased I I sq. ft. Find 
the area . 
. 3· Solve and discuss the equation 
3 x 
= -. 
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4. Had a man's daily wage been $1 less, he would have 
been obliged to work 7 days longer to earn $140. How 
many days did the man work? Discuss all the solutions of 
the algebraic problem. 
5. Show that the three perpendiculars from the vertices 
to the opposite sides of a triangle meet in a point, and that 
the lengths of these perpendiculars are inversely propor-
tional to the sides to which they are perpendicular re-
spectively. 
6. Show how to draw a tangent to a given circle from a 
point outside. 
7. Through a given point pass a circle with a given 
radius which shall touch a given line. 
8. The area of an equilateral triangle is 9v'3. Deter-
mine its side, and the area of its circumscribed circle. 
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